We present here the rVarBase database (http://rv. psych.ac.cn), an updated version of the rSNPBase database, to provide reliable and detailed regulatory annotations for known and novel human variants. This update expands the database to include additional types of human variants, such as copy number variations (CNVs) and novel variants, and include additional types of regulatory features. Now rVarBase annotates variants in three dimensions: chromatin states of the surrounding regions, overlapped regulatory elements and variants' potential target genes. Two new types of regulatory elements (lncRNAs and miRNA target sites) have been introduced to provide additional annotation. Detailed information about variants' overlapping transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) (often less than 15 bp) within experimentally supported TF-binding regions (∼150 bp) is provided, along with the binding motifs of matched TF families. Additional types of extended variants and variant-associated phenotypes were also added. In addition to the enrichment in data content, an element-centric search module was added, and the web interface was refined. In summary, rVarBase hosts more types of human variants and includes more types of up-to-date regulatory information to facilitate in-depth functional research and to provide practical clues for experimental design.
INTRODUCTION
The association between non-coding variants and human diseases has been of an increasing concern (1-3), and variants that are associated with gene expression abundance have been rapidly identified and accumulated in recent years. Annotating the regulatory features of human variants has been a practical requirement in clinical and basic research (1,4); multiple approaches have been developed to allow the functional annotation of non-coding variants (5) (6) (7) (8) .
To provide reliable, comprehensive and user-friendly regulatory annotation of human single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), we developed the rSNPBase database (9) . In the past 2 years, burgeoning sequencing techniques have driven the identification of new disease-associated SNPs and additional types of variants, such as copy number variations (CNVs) and novel variants (10) . Meanwhile, advancements in regulatory research have been made in the past few years. For example, the Roadmap project systematically characterized the epigenomic landscapes of representative primary human tissues and cells and then released the relevant data (11, 12) ; new modes of regulation, such as long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) mediated regulation, have been studied in depth (13) (14) (15) (16) ; and more expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) have been identified and analyzed (17) . Therefore, there is a growing need to update the database to host more types of human variants and include more types of up-todate regulatory information.
The updated rVarBase hosts human regulatory variants (known SNPs and CNVs); furthermore, it annotates novel variants. rVarBase describes a variant's regulatory features in three fields: chromatin states (in different tissues/cells), overlapped regulatory elements and potential target genes. rVarBase also provides an optional extended annotation for variants, including linkage disequilibrium (LD) proxies of known regulatory SNPs (rSNPs), SNPs that are located in regulatory CNVs (rCNVs) and traits (diseases and expression quantitative traits) that are associated with variants. A three-module (variant-centric, gene-centric and elementcentric) search engine is provided to facilitate data navigation.
New features
rVarBase is consistent with the previous version in its utilization of experimentally supported regulatory information to make relevant annotations. As shown in Figure 1 , genome-wide human variants were gotten and standardized with information from the NCBI dbSNP (build 142) (18), the dbVar (GRCh37) (19) and the UCSC (20) . The regulatory features (chromatin states of the surrounding regions, overlapped and experimentally supported regulatory elements and potential target genes) of each variant were analyzed with reference to experimentally supported information. Known human SNPs and CNVs with regulatory features were stored as rSNPs and rCNVs, on which further extended analyses were performed. The reference data utilized for the regulatory feature analysis and extended analysis are shown in http://rv.psych.ac.cn/datacontent.do and Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. A summarized comparison of the current and previous versions is shown in Table 1 .
CNVs and novel variants
In addition to accounting for the increased number of SNPs in dbSNP since the publication of rSNPBase 2 years ago, rVarBase provides annotations on more types of human variants, such as known CNVs, novel single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and regions. Human CNVs were obtained from the dbVar database (19) . To focus on regulatory features and to avoid including long CNVs that cover one or more protein-coding gene regions, only CNVs with a length of less than 1 Mb were analyzed. The analytical flow for CNVs and user-requested novel SNVs (with their chromosomal location information) is similar to that of known SNPs; it includes an analysis of the chromatin states of the surrounding regions, a comparison with experimentally supported elements according to their genomic locations and then a map of potential target genes with reference to the genomic proximity of the regulatory elements and transcript start sites (TSSs). For novel regions that are uploaded by users, we provide known regulatory variants that overlap with such regions.
Chromatin states
The Roadmap project provides 111 reference epigenomes and a 15-state model that is trained to generate genomewide maps of chromatin state using the 111 epigenomes along with 16 epigenomes from the ENCODE project (11) . The detailed chromatin state map was downloaded from the project's supplementary data repository web portal (http:// egg2.wustl.edu/roadmap/web portal/index.html). Eight active states ('Active TSS', 'Flanking Active TSS', 'Transcr. at gene 5 and 3 ', 'Strong transcription', 'Weak transcription', 'Genic enhancers', 'Enhancers' and 'ZNF genes & repeats') and three bivalent states ('Bivalent/Poised TSS', 'Flanking Bivalent TSS/Enhancer' and 'Bivalent Enhancer') from the 15-state model were used to annotate the chromatin state of a variant's surrounding region. Purely repressed states in the 15-state model were not included. 
lncRNAs and miRNA target sites
Regulatory elements that cover or overlap with analyzed variants are identified as variant-related elements. In addition to the regulatory elements that are included in rSNPBase (CpG islands, chromatin-interactive regions, TF-binding regions and mature miRNAs), lncRNAs and miRNA target sites were also introduced into the variants' annotations. lncRNA information was drawn from the LNCipedia database (13); experimentally supported lncRNA target genes were obtained from the LncRNA2Target database (16) . Considering the important roles that microRNA target site polymorphisms play in human diseases (21), miRNA target sites in the 3 UTRs of experimentally supported miRNA target genes were also included for comparison with variants. miRNA target genes were obtained from the miR2Disease (22) and miRTarBase (23) databases, and matched miRNA binding sites were scanned using TargetScan (24, 25) and miRnada (26) . Detailed information about the utilized regulatory elements is shown in Supplementary Table S1 and http://rv.psych.ac.cn/ datacontent.do.
TF binding sites and TF matrixes
In rSNPBase, experimentally supported TF-binding regions (∼150 bp) that had been generated by the ENCODE project were used to annotate variants. Because exact TF binding sites are often smaller than 15 bp, a more detailed annotation is necessary for functional analysis and experimental design. Using predicted genome-wide TFBS maps from UCSC TFBS conserved (Z score greater than 2.33) (20) , JASPAR (27) and ENCODE-motif (28), the potential binding sites of matched TF families inside TF-binding regions were identified and compared with variants. Corresponding TF-binding matrixes from TRANSFAC (29), JASPAR (27) and ENCODE-motif (28) were also included in rVarBase.
More extended information
As in rSNPBase, an extended information analysis was performed on all rVarBase-hosted variants. In addition to the LD-proxies of rSNPs, extended SNPs that located in rCNVs were also added. eQTL information from more data sources, including the RTeQTL database (30), BrainEAC (31), the skin eQTL database (32) and the GTEx Portal (17, 33) , was added to provide eQTL labels. Variants' associated diseases/traits were integrated from the database of GWAS catalog (34) and the database of CNVD (35) . Detailed information about the reference data that were used in the extended analysis is shown in Supplementary Table  S2 and http://rv.psych.ac.cn/datacontent.do.
Web interface
The web interface was refined to make data acquisition more convenient. The input format of queried variants may be as a dbSNP ID (for a known SNP) or as a genome position with zero-based coordinates (for all types of variants). In addition to 'Variant search' and 'Gene search', a new search module, 'Element search', was added to facilitate searches based on TFs/miRNAs/lncRNAs of interest. As shown in Figure 2A , variants in experimentally supported binding regions or predicted TFBSs, variants in mature miRNA or predicted miRNA-binding sites and variants in lncRNAs may be queried by entering the element name and the target gene name. An FTP site (ftp://rv.psych. ac.cn/pub/rv/) was added to facilitate the download of the whole database. 
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DATABASE USAGE
The rVarBase was developed to bridge genetic studies with functional researches. This database can provide potential functional interpretation in terms of gene expression regulation for results of genetic studies. rVarBase can also assist researchers in filtering candidate variants by genes of interest or regulatory mechanisms. Furthermore, for queried variants, rVarBase provides detailed regulatory information, which is practical for the design of experiments that explore biological function. Because rVarBase can perform regulatory feature analysis on novel variants, it can be utilized not only with disease-associated SNPs that are generated by traditional genetic association studies, but also with more other types of genetic data. We provide a demonstration dataset as an example to show the database usage with novel variants. This dataset includes nine novel non-coding SNVs that are associated with tumors and were identified by Nils et al. (36) in 2014. Detailed chromosomal locations of the nine SNVs can be seen in Supplementary Table S3 and http://rv.psych.ac.cn/ tutorial.do. As shown in Figure 2B , these variants can be quickly entered into the model 'Variant search' with their chromosomal locations (hg19 genome coordinates). The regulatory features of and extended information about the queried variants are summarized in the 'Search Results'. One of the nine variants (located at chr5:1295243-1295244) has been included in NCBI dbSNP database with the ID 'rs35550267'. All of the nine novel SNVs have regulatory features. They are located in active chromatin regions and inside TF-binding regions and chromatin-interactive regions; two genes are potentially regulated by the regulatory elements in which they are located. These regulatory variants are appropriate candidates for further validation studies and functional researches. Detailed information about each regulatory variant, such as the genomic locations of their overlapping active chromatin regions or regulatory elements, specific tissue types, target genes and related regulatory modes, are shown on the 'Variant report' page. Since all variants are overlapped with TF-binding regions, additional information about matched TFBS and TF-binding motif is also provided in this page. These detailed reports, as practical reference data, may directly support experimental design in functional research.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLAN
Here, we upgraded the rSNPBase database, which provides reliable regulatory annotation of human SNPs, to the rVarBase database, which now provides more comprehensive regulatory annotation for multiple types of human variants. The updates include the regulatory annotations of short and structural variants with reference to up-to-date epigenetic advancements. The updated rVarBase supports the functional analysis of known and novel variants and will thus assist users in exploring data from new types of research, such as novel results from next-generation sequencing. Integrative, tissue/cell-based chromatin-state data were introduced to annotate the variants; these data will be helpful to users in gathering more biologically meaningful information. New types of regulatory elements, more detailed annotation, additional extended information and a new search module in the updated database will further aid researchers in future functional analyses of genetic studies and will provide more comprehensive reference data for candidate variant selection and for the experimental design of subsequent genetic and functional research.
rVarBase will be continuously updated with newly reported human genetic and epigenetic data. In addition to continuously adding newly reported variants in dbSNP and dbVar, new annotation dimensions and new types of regulatory elements will be considered and followed. For example, the method for lncRNA target site prediction (37) is appeared and developed; we hope to add the corresponding data in the future, when the method is mature and validated. The integration of multi-dimensional regulatory features is also being considered.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online. 
